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Hello and welcome! 

While we wait for everyone to join, share in 
the chat:

Where are you based?
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Personalisation in 
Email
Best Practices

Bloomreach Feb 20, 2024
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A few things before we start:

🔴 This session will be recorded
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Meet The Hosts And The Speakers

Matej Cambal
Sr. Business Consultant

Nicole Khoury
Business Consultant

James Lloyd
Lead Technical Consultant
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Agenda: Bloomreach Emailing Personalisation 

1. Why Personalisation matters 

2. Personalisation step by step

3. Content Types 

4. Visual Builder - Demo

5. What’s upcoming 

6. Content Testing
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Why personalisation
matters?
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Why it matters?

60% of shoppers report that they are 
more likely to return to sites that offer 
them personalised content

When tested, personalised content 
pieces within the email increased 

click through rates between 10% and 
15%*

*Source: SEPHORA client test
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Email personalization

47% of consumers would like emails to 
contain promotions and deals from the 
brands sending them.  60% of people said 
that a suggestion based on their past 
purchase history would likely encourage 
them to make a purchase.

Email personalization offers multiple other 
benefits, too, such as:
● increased open and click-through rates
● decreased unsubscribe rates
● higher customer satisfaction.
● opportunities to re-engage customers

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/insights/email-marketing-personalization-trends/
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Include tailored offers

If you want to maximize the effectiveness of 
your personalized email marketing content, 
you need to include tailored offers. These 
offers should be based on what you already 
know about the email recipient.
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Superblock tactic
By segmenting buyers based on their 
preferences and past behaviour, a brand 
not only encourages repeat purchases but 
also develops relationships with its 
customers.

Having created a more complex 
segmentation, you will be able to display 
blocks depending on which segment the 
user is in.

You can segment your customers based 
on:
● Overall Engagement
● History of their purchases
● Browsing Behaviour
● Their CLTV

The copy in this email from Spotify is 
particularly effective because it 

frames the personalization in a way 
that makes the recipient feel like 

they're getting a reward for their 
usage. Phrases like "Guess which 

song is your #1?" lend themselves to 
a sense of exclusivity — making the 

user feel important.
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IDEAS IN NEWSLETTERS: 
Create a customer segmentations that contains segments like:

● abandoned browse
● abandoned cart
● voucher
● preferred category

etc.

In the HTML block, they have if else conditions to display specific blocks to the 
customers depending on the segment
→ They use this block in their newsletters.

OUTCOME:
In every newsletter, there is a personalized part for customers that might be 
showing you info that you:

● have left some products in the cart
● have the active voucher with an expiry date
● product recommendation based on your past behavior,

Personalization using blocks in practise
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Multistep Zero-party Data Weblayer [WMZD]

Base your marketing strategy on your 
customers' preferences. Ask your 
customers to fill in information and 
subscribe to a newsletter through a short 
multistep banner. In conjunction with 
predictions, this will provide you with 
valuable insights about your entire 
customer base.

Retention | DB Growth | Personalization

Goal: Acquisition Channel: Web pers.

“Collecting zero-party customer data 
is helpful for personalization and 
customer experience. Customers can 
voice their preferences, improving 
their relationship with the brand 
and receiving more relevant 
communication.”
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Recommended personalisation 
features to drive immediate value 
through Bloomreach 
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Jinja Dynamic / HTML blocks* A/B testingSegmentation

Personalisation step by step
Create a personalized and engaging experience

*potentially Custom rows in Visual builder

Define criteria for segments

Jinja coding skills to enable personalisation

Apply different content based on segment membership: 
blocks in HTML/VB or custom rows in VB

Test the variants and let AI decide the winning variant 
for each customer (contextual personalization)
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Segmentation

Jinja Dynamic blocks / 
Snippets A/B testingSegmentation

OVERVIEW
Segmentation is a powerful technique that allows you to divide 
customers into smaller groups based on common characteristics or 
activities. These could include demographics, interests, purchasing 
behaviors, or any other factors that can help you understand how 
these groups differ from each other.

Understand what are the segments you would like to distinguish 
content for

● Based on Tier?
● Based on needs and preferences?
● Based on previously / most commonly purchased brands?
● Rfm segment?
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Content Types
Blocks Snippets Jinja + 

Personalisation 
tags

Recommendations

Email

SMS

Push

Weblayer

Experiments

In App

Webhooks
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OVERVIEW
Many features in Bloomreach Engagement allow the use of 
personalization via jinja. This enables you to personalize texts in various 
campaigns by calling customer attributes, catalog items, etc.

USES
● Calling user attributes and inserting these values into text. This 

enables you to easily start the emails, etc. with the customer's first 
name.

● Referencing catalogs, aggregates, reports, or other features of 
Bloomreach Engagement

● Creating scripts including conditions, cycles, filters, changing the 
format of displayed data, etc.

Jinja

RESOURCES
● Bloomreach docs
● Full Jinja documentation
● Useful Jinja 
● snippets

Jinja Dynamic blocks / 
Snippets A/B testingSegmentation

https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/personalization-using-jinja
https://jinja.palletsprojects.com/en/latest/
https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/useful-macros
https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/useful-macros
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Content or Product Catalog

● Essentially a lookup table 
but with fixed primary key

● Used to embellish 
campaigns and centralise 
data

● Updated catalog content is 
updated everywhere its 
used.

● Also drives product 
recommendations

Jinja Dynamic content A/B testingSegmentation
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Dynamic [HTML] blocks
OVERVIEW
Personalised blocks are custom snippets of 
HTML code that are, once created, stored as 
templates within the Asset Manager and can be 
inserted into email templates.

BENEFITS
● Increased flexibility: More targeted and 

personalized emails
● Efficiency: Saves time and effort by only 

requiring updates to a single block of 
code, rather than making changes to 
each individual email

● Consistency: Certain elements, such as 
headers, footers, or legal disclaimers, can 
be consistently displayed in all emails, 
while still allowing for personalised content 
to be included.

RESOURCES
● Bloomreach docs

Jinja Dynamic content A/B testingSegmentation

https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/html-blocks
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How to use blocks in campaigns
A finished HTML block can be inserted into an email 
campaign in 2 ways:

Useful resource: HTML Blocks Public Documentation

1. Via the asset picker by clicking a (+) button 
on the right bottom of the HTML or visual 
editor by choosing the desired block.

2. Via the Visual editor by simply dragging the 
“Dynamic content” node from the Contents tab 
into the canvas and then choosing the desired 
HTML block.

Jinja Dynamic content A/B testingSegmentation

https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/html-blocks
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Snippets

● Reusable snippets of jinja or html
● Can be used in multiple emails
● Can include parameters for easier editing
● Use cases

○ Consistent personalization
○ Regular formatting
○ Unsubscription link

● Updating a snippet updates all emails that use it

Jinja Dynamic content A/B testingSegmentation
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Parameters

● Enable you adjust blocks/snippets
without needing to edit the code

● Ensure correct data types
● Allow same block to be used multiple times with 

different content and settings

Jinja Dynamic content A/B testingSegmentation
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A/B Testing

RESOURCES
● Bloomreach docs
● Contextual personalisation in 

scenarios

Jinja Dynamic blocks / Custom 
rows A/B testingSegmentation

Bloomreach offers 3 A/B Testing possibilities for the email channel:

1. Custom Traffic Distribution → Manually specify to what percentage of your total audience each variant will be shown.

2. Automatic Traffic Distribution → Automatic traffic distribution tests variants and on a share of your users (you specify 
the size) it recognizes which variant achieves the goal better. Then it shows the preferable variant to most of the 
audience. However, it continues to test the other variant on a small share of users. If it starts to perform better, the 
distribution will automatically be re-evaluated, and the other variant can become the preferable one.

3. New feature: Contextual Personalization → While the A/B test serves you the overall best variant of your tested 
campaign based on average performance, contextual personalization serves you what is best for each of your 
customers based on the contexts in which they are found

https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/how-to-ab-test
https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/scenarios-in-contextual-personalization
https://documentation.bloomreach.com/engagement/docs/scenarios-in-contextual-personalization
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Summary
Usage for personalisation

Jinja Templating language to get data from customer profile or catalogs

Segmentation Targeting and dynamic banners/content

Snippets Easier usage of Jinja thanks to pre-build reusable snippets

Blocks Reusable content blocks which can be updated across the project with 
parameters for easy usage in campaigns

Custom rows Reusable visual builder blocks without parameterization

Product catalog Allows product personalisation and recommendations

Content catalog Allows quick content population, saves manual work
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Personalisation tags

● Simplification of existing UX around Jinja, allows us to add more features in the future

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Yw2CNqJWQB3xAQ4aR11y2jcfYtIjrozH/preview
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Use Case Center 

A collection of our ready-to-launch Use Cases designed over thousands of hours and deployable within 
mere minutes. You can launch the campaigns by yourself without assistance.
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Baby-walz Personalizes the 
Customer Experience for 
Expectant Mothers 
COMPANY
baby-walz specializes in everything for young 
children and nursing mothers. It has a network of 
physical stores and an online storefront that gets 
more than a million visits per month. It created a 
campaign to personalize content based on baby 
due date for expectant mothers. 

UPLIFT

53.8%
Average email open rate on 
personalized emails sent to 

expectant mothers

“A marketing tool with enormous potential! After 
integrating with Bloomreach, we’ve taken our 
campaign personalization to a new level — and our 
customers love it.”

Elena Frater, Head of Online Marketing
baby-walz

Bloomreach Platform

Discovery Engagement Content

https://www.bloomreach.com/case-studies/baby-walz-uses-bloomreach-engagement-to-deliver-incredible-customer-experiences
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BrewDog Uses Personalized 
Email Campaigns to Reach 
New Customers

COMPANY
BrewDog used personalized email 
campaigns from Bloomreach Engagement 
to generate more revenue, more clicks, and 
a higher conversion rate. 

UPLIFT

+13.8%
Revenue generated from 

personalized email campaigns.

“The next logical step for us was Bloomreach Engagement 
after outgrowing our previous marketing automation 
platform. It has the perfect combination of ease of use and 
complexity. It has truly enabled us to deliver personalized 
experiences at scale. This is just the beginning of a very long 
and successful partnership with Bloomreach and Pricewise 
that we are very much looking forward to.”

Tom Reding, Director of Digital and E-Commerce
BrewDog

Bloomreach Platform

Discovery Engagement Content

https://www.bloomreach.com/en/blog/2021/11/brewdog-case-study.html
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               uses Contextual 
Personalization to Increase 
Conversions
COMPANY
bimago used Bloomreach Engagement’s 
Contextual Personalization to the best possible 
variants to website visitors to drive optimal 
conversion rates and increase brand loyalty among 
customers. 

UPLIFT

44%
Increase in conversion rate on a 

website banner comparing 
contextual personalization to A/B 

testing

“Contextual personalization has allowed us to show the 
best possible personalized subscription banner to every 
individual customer. This leads them to having a better 
experience with our brand, which aligns with why we 
adopted Bloomreach Engagement.” 

Ewelina Krajewska, Head of Loyalty & Automation, 
bimago

Bloomreach Platform

Discovery Engagement Content

https://www.bloomreach.com/en/case-studies/bimago-case-study
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OVERVIEW
Bloomreach product recommendations utilize advanced machine 
learning algorithms to  deliver personalized and exceptionally 
relevant content to your customers, whatever channel they 
choose to interact with you.

KEY BENEFITS
Increased CTR, AOV and LTV
Intelligently anticipate and show your customers what they want in 
order to increase engagement and conversion

Auto optimization & real-time results
Always deliver real-time recommendations, even during an active web 
session, that are automatically optimized based on machine 
learning or rule-based models or a combination of both to fit your 
business needs.

Scalability & ease-of-use
Email recommendation blocks with visual editor and Plug&Play use 
cases ensure speedy implementation and faster time-to-value.

Personalisation through 
Recommendations 

Increase your click rates and conversion 
rates by personalised products offer

Personalized recommendations for you:
Recommend items that similar customers like using 
collaborative filtering-based recommendations
Customer recent interactions:
Items customer recently interacted with, for example recently 
purchased or viewed products
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